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1. HELLENIC HERITAGE PROGRAMS 
Keep Ithaca always in your mind. Arriving there is what you’re destined for . 

Greece or Hellas is something more than a country. Referring to a rainbow of myths and values, this small 
nation, so ancient but still alive, resembles to a bright raft in the ocean of History.   
 
Situated on the southern tip of the Balkan Peninsula, in Southeast Europe, Greece is located at the 
crossroads of Europe, Asia, and Africa. 
 
Passage open to changes and, at the same time, country with a deep, rich and influential cultural basis, 
Greece constitutes a marvelous oxymoron, as it combines progress and tradition. It is the land where cyan 
and indigo seas embrace rocky mountains. The land of silver olive groves, white houses and dazzling 
marbles. The land of intense light, where freedom emerges from drama. Land of hospitality, where comedy 
and tragedy coexist.  
 
Greece is the birthplace of democracy, Western philosophy, Western literature, historiography, political 
science, major scientific and mathematical principles, Western drama and the Olympic Games. That’s why 
this small country is considered the cradle of Western civilization. 
 
Hence, as we can easily understand, this particularly beautiful land, gave birth to a spirit which surpasses its 
borders – the so called “spirit of Hellenism”. A spirit full of life, equal to an existential proposition. 
 
Our Hellenic Heritage Program, presenting a variety of aspects of the Hellenic culture, which range from 
theoretical knowledge – History, Philosophy, Literature, Arts – to everyday life’s manifestations such as 
Gastronomy, Music and Dance, feasts and customs, aims to provide a holistic view and experience of the 
Greek phenomenon. The Program’s goal is to (re)connect the participants with their heritage, language, 
history, and traditions. To enable them explore their culture, as well as to learn about the legendary past 
within the prism of modern Greece.  
 
As we are approaching the symbolic year 2021 – the 200-year anniversary of the start of the Greek War of 
Independence in 1821, the Study in Greece – Hellenic Heritage Program provides a great opportunity of 
reminiscence as well as a strong motivation of discovery and actualization of our glorious Greek past in the 
present. 
 
That’s why, we, in Study in Greece, consider this 
unique program as the ideal guide for those who want 
to find their roots at the end of their routes, the right 
path to their Ithaca. 
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ATHENS - BETWEEN MYTH AND HISTORY 

Places of pride – monuments of poetry  

 Educational excursions and on-site teaching at the most important monuments of Attica such 

as: Acropolis, Greek Parliament, Sounio, Thermopylae, Marathon, Delphi 

 Guided tours at the most important museums such as Archeological Museum, Acropolis 

Museum, Byzantine Museum 

 Specialized conferences on Ancient Greek Mythology and courses of History 

 
 

GREEK LANGUAGE 

                Ancient Greek – Language of the Cosmos  

 Specialized lectures on the particularity and the importance of the language of Ancient Greeks 

 An experiential customized modern Greek language course 
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GREEK BEAUTY 

           Revelations of the Greek (κάλλος – beauty) throughout the centuries – from the 
statue to the icon – a voyage into the eternal Art of the Greeks  

 Guided visits of the most 

important museums: Museum of 

Cycladic Art, Benaki Museum, 

National Gallery 

 Lectures by prestigious professors, 

art historians and artists 

 Creative workshops for kids and 

adults – create your own statue  

 Painting workshops – my favorite 

color of Greece  

 

 

GREEK MUSIC AND DANCE 

                Between divine expression and human celebration  

 History of Greek music  

 Greek music and Greek song lessons  

 Play your favorite instrument  

 Traditional Greek dance 

lessons  

 History of dance in Greece  
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TASTE OF GREECE 

The cradle of Mediterranean Diet 

 History of the Greek gastronomy  

 Traditional Greek meals  

 Workshop in the kitchen – make your own Greek meal  

 Greek Souvlaki – History, Culture, Experience – visits to historic tavernas and souvlatzidika  

 Greek Coffee –  History, Culture, Experience – visits to historic coffee grinder's 

 Greek Wine – History, Culture, Experience – visits to historic famous vineyards 
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KAZANTZAKIS HERITAGE PROGRAM (ATHENS – CRETE) 

ATHENS 

The eternal heart of Hellenism 

Athens – the city of goddess Athena, the mother of the cities, constitutes the eternal capital of Hellenism. 
 
This shiny place, where classical theater saw the light and democracy was born, home of  Socrates, Plato's 
Academy and Aristotle's Lyceum, is widely referred to as the cradle of Western civilization. 
 
The heritage of the glorious classical era is still evident in the city, represented by ancient monuments and 
works of art, the most famous of all being the Parthenon, an architectural diamond – key landmark of the 
Western civilization. The city also retains Roman and Byzantine monuments, as well as a smaller number of 
Ottoman monuments.  
 
Symbolizing the eternal prestige of the Greek spirit, Athens invites Greeks from all over the world to 
discover its great history which incarnates the substance of their cultural heritage.   

  

http://www.studyingreece.edu.gr/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plato
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Platonic_Academy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyceum#History
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cradle_of_civilization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_civilization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_monument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parthenon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_culture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_Empire
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CRETE 

                                           The mythic land of heroes and dancers 

Crete, the largest and most populous island of Greece, is a place full of joy and pride. Being the center of 
Europe's first advanced civilization, the Minoan, with legends such as King Minos, Theseus and the 
Minotaur, this land ties together Myth and History. Mingling colors of different cultural identities, such as 
the Byzantine, the Venetian and the Ottoman, Crete has, at the same time, a deep and stable traditional 
soul. We should not forget that Cretan people, throughout its history, is the synonym of resistance and 
courage. Addressed particularly to Cretans from all over the world – the well-known Cretan Diaspora – who 
want to get in touch with their glorious past, this Heritage Program aims to explore this unique tradition 
and this heroic culture in all its manifestations.  
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DAILY SCHEDULE 

We present to you a schedule that has include all the Greek essence and beauty of Athens and 
Peloponnese.  

   

July 5, 2020 Introduction to our Heritage Program: 
 Arrival in Athens 
 Lecture - open dialogue "Greek civilization - Between Myth and History" 
 Welcome Reception 

July 6, 2020 Athena day: 
 Guided tour at the Acropolis and the Acropolis Museum 
 Lecture - open dialogue "Between reality and symbolism - Historic 

battles of the Greeks 
 A culture's struggle and the emergence of human spirit from chaos" 

July 7, 2020 Poseidon day: 
 Temple of Poseidon - Educational excursion and on site teaching  

Promenade at Athens Riviera 

July 8, 2020 Greek Beauty Pt.1: 
 Open dialogue "Revelations of the Greek (κάλλος – beauty) throughout 

the centuries – from the statue to the icon – a voyage into the eternal 
Art of the Greeks" 

 Guided tour at the Archeological and Museum of Cycladic Arts 
July 9, 2020 Apollo day: 

 Delphi Monuments - Temple of Apollo - Educational excursion, on site 
teaching and guided tour at the Delphi Museum  

July 10, 2020 Greek beauty Pt.2  
 Lecture - open dialogue "Revelations of the Greek (κάλλος – beauty) 

throughout the centuries – from the statue to the icon – a voyage into 
the eternal Art of the Greeks" 

 Guided tour at the Byzantine Museum a nd Benaki Museum 

July 11, 2020 Arrival at Chania: 
 Promenade in the Old Town 
 Old Venetian Harbor 
 Minoan’s World 3D Museum & 9D Cinema 

July 12, 2020 Beach Day: 
 Ancient Falasarna 
 Beach time and lunch at Falasarna 

July 13, 2020 Cretan Tradition 
 Lecture on traditional Dances and folklore 
 Cretan Night  

July 14, 2020 Following the Path of Theseus: 
 Knossos Archaeological Site 
 Archeological Museum of Heraklion 
 Venetian Fortress 

July 15, 2020 Chania Day: 
 Canyon of Samaria 
 Lecture “Under the rhythm of the bull – sacred, sacrifice, beauty and 

death in the Minoan ontology” 

http://www.studyingreece.edu.gr/
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July 16, 2020 Ayios Nikolaos: 
 Spinalonga 
 Ayios Nikolaos 
 Taste Minoan Recipes 

July 17, 2020 Elafonisi Beach (Daily Trip) 

July 18, 2020 Rethymno: 
 Cave Of Zeus 
 Ayia Irini Convent 
 The Venetian Fortezza 

Lecture “The Venetian Crete – the architecture of the knights” 
July 19, 2020 Rethymno – Heralkion: 

 El-Greco Museum 
 Arkadi Monastery 
  

July 20, 2020 Rethymno – Heralkion: 
 El-Greco Museum 
 Arkadi Monastery 
 Lecture: “Crete – Venice – Toledo – from Δομήνικος Θεοτοκόπουλος to 

El Greco The life and the art of a legendary Cretan” 
 Lecture: “Resistance and sacrifice – Cretans struggle for independence” 

July 21, 2020 Back to Athens: 
 Visit the Greek Parliament - Athens centre promenade (Syntagma - 

Monastiraki - Thissio - Plaka) 
 "My taste of Greece" prepare your Greek meal 

July 22, 2020 Before Farewell: 
 "My Color of Greece" photography game and exposition  
 Greek feast 

July 23, 2020 Departure for Athens Intl. Airport 
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DISCOVER  
 
 Island’s History    
 Ancient Scripts 
 Mythology – Theseus and Minotaur  
 Archeological Sites – Knossos Palace … 
 Music Tradition 
 Cretan Dances 
 Cretan Costumes 
 Architecture 

VISIT  
 
 Museums  
 Historic Temples and Churches – Arkadi Monastery …  
 Heroic Villages – Sfakia … 
 Monuments of Pride  
 Academic and Research Institutes 

EXPLORE  
 
 Beaches 
 Falls 
 Mountains 
 Forests 
 Flora and Fauna 
 Canyons 

EXPERIENCE AND TASTE 
 
 Traditional Festivals  
 Local Products – olive oil and indigenous Herbs 
 Honey 
 Cretan Vineyard 
 Raki or Tsikoudia traditional Cretan spirits 
 Traditional Cretan Recipes and sweets  
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HERITAGE PROGRAM (ATHENS – PELOPONNESE)  

ATHENS 

The eternal heart of Hellenism 

Athens – the city of goddess Athena, the mother of the cities, constitutes the eternal capital of Hellenism.  
 
This shiny place, where classical theater saw the light and democracy was born, home of  Socrates, Plato's 
Academy and Aristotle's Lyceum, is widely referred to as the cradle of Western civilization. 
 
The heritage of the glorious classical era is still evident in the city, represented by ancient monuments and 
works of art, the most famous of all being the Parthenon, an architectural diamond – key landmark of the 
Western civilization. The city also retains Roman and Byzantine monuments, as well as a smaller number of 
Ottoman monuments.  
 
Symbolizing the eternal prestige of the Greek spirit, Athens invites Greeks from all over the world to 
discover its great history which incarnates the substance of their cultural heritage.  

 
 

 
Study in Greece in collaboration 
with the National Historical 
Museum and the Museum of 
Cycladic Arts uses toys and 
methods which enable the little 
ones to familiarize with their 
cultural heritage in an alternative 
– more joyful and innovative way.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

History retold through the mold of our little friends imagination 

http://www.studyingreece.edu.gr/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plato
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Platonic_Academy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyceum#History
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cradle_of_civilization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_civilization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_monument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parthenon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_culture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_Empire
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PELOPONNESE  

From Hercules to the Greek Revolution 

Peloponnese – the island of the legendary hero Pelops is a really 
mythical place which combines natural beauty with glorious history. 
We should bear in mind that the Peloponnesians played a major 
role in the Greek War of Independence – the war actually began in 
the Peloponnese, when rebels took control of Kalamata on March 
23, 1821. Peloponnese is the source of revolution and, at the same 
time, it is the land which narrates all the History of Hellenism – from 
Mycenae to Mystras and from Olympia and Epidaurus to the 
fortresses of the Venetians. This land is the ideal place for someone 
who loves History and Culture, as it constitutes a colorful tableau 
created by the civilizations which left their footprints on the 
peninsula. Within the framework of this multicultural fusion, 

Ancient Greek Mythology meets the aesthetics of the Venetians, the Olympic spirit coexists with the holy 
spirit of Byzantium and the Spartans meet the Slavs.  
 
Hence, the current program aims to induct especially the Peloponnesians of the Diaspora into the glorious 
tradition and civilization of their ancestors on the one hand and on the other hand give all the participants a 
holistic view of the Peloponnesian History and make them feel the magic vibe of this multicultural 
environment. 
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DAILY SCHEDULE 

We present to you a schedule that has include all the Greek essence and beauty of Athens and 
Peloponnese.  

   

July 5, 2020 Introduction to our Heritage Program: 
 Arrival in Athens 
 Lecture - open dialogue "Greek civilization - Between Myth and History" 
 Welcome Reception 

July 6, 2020 Athena day: 
 Guided tour at the Acropolis and the Acropolis Museum 
 Lecture - open dialogue "Between reality and symbolism - Historic 

battles of the Greeks 
 A culture's struggle and the emergence of human spirit from chaos" 

July 7, 2020 Poseidon day: 
 Temple of Poseidon - Educational excursion and on site teaching  

Promenade at Athens Riviera 

July 8, 2020 Greek Beauty Pt.1: 
 Open dialogue "Revelations of the Greek (κάλλος – beauty) throughout 

the centuries – from the statue to the icon – a voyage into the eternal 
Art of the Greeks" 

 Guided tour at the Archeological and Museum of Cycladic Arts 
July 9, 2020 Apollo day: 

 Delphi Monuments - Temple of Apollo - Educational excursion, on site 
teaching and guided tour at the Delphi Museum  

July 10, 2020 Greek beauty Pt.2  
 Lecture - open dialogue "Revelations of the Greek (κάλλος – beauty) 

throughout the centuries – from the statue to the icon – a voyage into 
the eternal Art of the Greeks" 

 Guided tour at the Byzantine Museum a nd Benaki Museum 

July 11, 2020 Visit the First Capital of Modern Greece (City of Nafplio) 
 Mpourtzi Island and Palamidi Castle 

July 12, 2020 Perseus Day: 
 Lecture – open dialogue: "Mycenae – Lion gate – the gate of Europe – 

symbolic reflections and historic realities" 
 Guided tour at the archeological site of Mycenae and ancient theater of 

Argos 
July 13, 2020 Free day and visit at "Arvanitia" beach 

July 14, 2020 Epidaurus Day: 
 Lecture – open dialogue: "The history of Ancient Greek drama - Existence 

between tragedy and comedy"  
 Guided tours to the sites – Asclepieion,  Ancient Theater of Epidaurous 

July 15, 2020 City of Kalamata: 
 Lecture – open dialogue: "A panorama of the Greek revolution of 1821" 
 Visit to the church of the Revolution - Agioi Apostoloi and promenade 

through historic  
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July 16, 2020 Leonidas day: 
 Lecture – open dialogue: "Sparta – The history of the city of Leonidas – 

resistance and pride  The Spartan philosophy of life"  
 Visit to Mystras - Lecture – open dialogue: "Mystras – the wonder of 

Moreas – between art and war  
From William of Villehardouin to the last Byzantine emperor Constantine 
Palaiologos" 

July 17, 2020 Traditional and Folk music and dance 

July 18, 2020 Messini Day: 
 Lecture – open dialogue: "Reviving an ancient city 
 Visit and guided tour to the Ancient Messini"  

July 19, 2020 Free Day - Beach Day 

July 20, 2020 The Cradle of Olympics: 
 Visit to Ancient Olympia 
 Lecture - open dialogue: "Olympia – harmony and glory – under the eyes 

of Apollo Sound mind in a sound body" 

July 21, 2020 Back to Athens: 
 Visit the Greek Parliament - Athens centre promenade (Syntagma - 

Monastiraki - Thissio - Plaka) 
 "My taste of Greece" prepare your Greek meal 

July 22, 2020 Before Farewell: 
 "My Color of Greece" photography game and exposition  
 Greek feast 

July 23, 2020 Departure for Athens Intl. Airport 
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PROGRAMS OVERVIEW 
We, the Study in Greece team and our partners, are very proud to present you a “cornucopia” of study 
abroad programs. Additionally, our experienced staff will be able to assist you to design your own custom 
program tailored-fitted program to your specifications and needs. You can also download the heritage 
programs’ catalogue from the link here. 
 
We understand that the logistics of a study abroad program is the most difficult thing to arrange. Except of 
our academic support, -in every program- we completely offer logistics services, for a unique experience of 
studies in Greece. 
 

Enjoy your experience in Greece - leave the logistics with us! 

 
As we use to say "We pick you up from the airport and we bring you back there, taking care of everything in 
between” and we feel proud for that.   

COSTS: 

The average cost of each program ranges between 1,900 € to 2,000 € per week depending on the program. 
The cost includes accommodation, two meals during the day, transportation and tickets for museums and 
archeological sites (depending on the study program). The above cost does not include transportation to 
and from Greece and personal expenses. 
 
Please keep in mind that the cost is subject to change. The calculations correspond to summer study abroad 
programs during the peak Greek touristic season. If you want to implement a study abroad program during 
another season the cost per person may be lower.  
 

TRANSPORTATION: 

As described in the cost estimation, “Study in Greece” takes fully care of transportation (including public 
transport, private buses, train or ship tickets depending on the program) during the study abroad program.  
 
We need to stress out that the flight tickets to and from Greece at the beginning and the end of the 
program are not included. But, when you arrive at the airport you have not to worry about anything else. 
“Study in Greece” is cooperating with bus companies and travel agencies to ensure top quality transport. 
 

ACCOMMODATION: 

Depending on the program, “Study in Greece” collaborates with hotels, premium hostels and dormitories of 
organizations all around Greece. If the program is implemented in more than one locations, we will have 
everything arranged for a seamless accommodation.  
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.studyingreece.edu.gr/
https://www.studyingreece.edu.gr/StudyAbroadPrograms.aspx
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INSURANCE: 

Insurance is a must for the study abroad programs. For the whole duration of studies students must have 
adequate health insurance. Preparation for the visa is one of the things that must be done after the 
selection of the study abroad program. Students must have purchase their insurance plan prior coming to 
Greece since it is also needed for issuing Visa in most countries. 

VISA: 

Citizens of the European Union do not need a visa to study in Greece. However, if you come from a non-EU 
country, you need to obtain a student visa. In order to do so, you first need an official acceptance letter 
from your chosen University in Greece, which must be an institution certified by the Greek Ministry of 
Education. Contact the Greek Embassy in your country, or consult the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
website, for a detailed list of the documents required for a student visa and information about how to 
submit your application. 
 
According to the existing legislation: 
 

 A third-country national entering on Greek territory must hold a passport or other travel document 
recognized by international conventions. 
 

 Such documents shall have a visa, if so required by applicable international conventions, Community law 
and national arrangements. 

 

 The visa shall be issued by the consular authority of the place of residence of the third-country national, 
having regard to reasons mainly relating to public policy and to the protection of national security and 
public health, and shall be distinguished into short-term residence ("Schengen" visa) and long-term 
residence (national visa). 

 

 National visas shall be issued on the basis of legislative arrangements hereof relating to the residence 
permit and their length shall be equivalent to that of the residence. 

 
The application form for a VISA can be found in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In addition, the necessary 
Medical Certificate required for issuing VISA can be found here. 
 
Countries requiring or not requiring a VISA can be found here 
 
Note: During their stay in Greece, visitors with a visa must also have suitable insurance coverage for 
emergency medical or other needs. 
 
The official Ministry of foreign Affairs link for VISA and other relative information is: www.mfa.gr/en/visas 
 
Citizens of the majority of the countries that are not Member-States of the Schengen Agreement require a 
visa to enter Greece and the E.U. Visitors from these countries can obtain further information from the 
Hellenic Embassies or Consulates in their countries, or even from their travel agencies. 
  

http://www.studyingreece.edu.gr/
http://www.mfa.gr/images/docs/ethnikes_theoriseis/application_national_visas.pdf
http://www.mfa.gr/images/docs/ethnikes_theoriseis/medical_certificate_for_d_visa_spec1.doc
https://www.mfa.gr/en/visas/visas-for-foreigners-traveling-to-greece/countries-requiring-or-not-requiring-visa.html
http://www.mfa.gr/en/visas
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2. STUDY IN GREECE 
 
We are happy to present you our 2019-2020 heritage programs, offering the opportunity to international 
students to visit Greece over a short term study abroad program, live in a Greek city, study together with 
their Greek mates, meet Greek academics, learn about the opportunity to study in Greece in an English 
taught course, learn the history and the traditions of the country and enjoy cultural excursions all over 
Greece. 
 
 “Study in Greece” (SiG) is a non-profit organization, fully endorsed by the Greek state, consisting of 
members from the Greek academic community, faculty and students. All SiG members share the same 
vision: the promotion of Greek studies and studies in Greece, with a view to establishing Greece as an 
international destination for education and research. Our principal purpose concerns the creation of an 
educational and cultural bridge between Greece and other countries.  
 
Part of SiG’s core mission is to provide information on studying and living in Greece, to promote and 
support Greece-based educational activities and opportunities addressed to students from abroad, 
promote and organize educational programs and activities, in cooperation with Greek public Universities as 
well as organize and implement study abroad and exchange programs, connecting Greek and international 
educational institutions, academics and researchers, all in an “one stop shop” point. We also aspire to 
become the point of reference for the fellow Greeks abroad, providing useful information and opportunities 
for studies and educational activities, like heritage schools.  
 
The added value of these programs is the participation of academics, faculty members and undergraduate 
or graduate students from Greek educational institutions, who provide a faster cultural immersion and a 
better overall experience to the foreign participants by acting as constant contacts with the people, 
landscapes, monuments, history and every-day life of Greece.  
 
We welcome you aboard our course catalogue for the academic year 2019-2020 and we are very excited to 
actually welcome you in Greece! In the meantime, don’t forget to visit our portal and subscribe to our 
newsletter! 
 
 
With our warmest regards, 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Christos Michalakelis, PhD 
President of “Study in Greece” 

Assistant Professor  
michalak@studyingreece.edu.gr 

 
 
 
The present catalogue is the result of the combined effort of the members of Study in Greece, Georgios 
Chatzithanasis, Public Relations Manager and Theodoros Papaioannou, Academic Affairs Coordinator. 
Without their devotion, this catalogue could not have been completed. 
 
Disclaimer: All pictures are copyright of their respective owners. Study in Greece does not claim ownership 
of any of the pictures displayed on this site unless stated otherwise and except of the Study in Greece logo. 
  

http://www.studyingreece.edu.gr/
mailto:michalak@studyingreece.edu.gr
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3. AFFILIATED INSTITUTES 
 
Study in Greece collaborates with a continuously growing network of renowned institutes around the 
country in order to provide a variety in all academic sectors. Affiliated institutes are universities, colleges, 
educational organizations. This combined power is one of the most important pillars of the Hellenic 
heritage programs. 
 
 

UNIVERSITY OF PELOPONNESE  
The University of the Peloponnese was established in 2000 and accepted its 
first students in 2002 with the beginning of operations of the Department 
of Computer Science and Technology and the Department of 
Telecommunication Science and Technology of the School of Science and 
Technology. 
 
The headquarters of the University of the Peloponnese is in Tripolis and it 
comprises of five (5) Schools and nine (9) Departments located in the five 
Capitals of Prefectures of the Peloponnese Region (Tripolis, Corinth, 
Nafplion, Sparta, Kalamata). 
 

It offers studies in all cycles of learning: undergraduate, postgraduate and Doctoral as well as Life Long 
Learning activities. 
 
The aim of the establishment and operation of the University of the Peloponnese is the creative 
contribution to the development of higher education in the Greek region, with high quality standards 
corresponding to the content of studies, research and teaching in the requirements of a modern University 
with national, European and international scope. Website: https://www.uop.gr/en/ 
 
 

HAROKOPIO UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS 
Harokopio University was the 18th state University established in 
Greece in year 1993. Harokopio University was named after the 
national benefactor Panagis Harokopos, who envisioned an 
educational institution with excellent building facilities and equipment, 
in harmony with the natural environment, which could offer 
contemporary science. 
 
Harokopio University focuses on providing studies related to the 
quality of life and comprises three Schools and four Undergraduate 
Departments. School of Environment, Geography and Applied 
Economics: Department of Home Economics and Ecology (since 1993) 
& Department of Geography (since 2000). School of Health Science 
and Education:  Department of Nutrition and Dietetics (since 1994). 

Website: https://www.hua.gr/index.php/en/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.studyingreece.edu.gr/
https://www.uop.gr/en/
https://www.hua.gr/index.php/en/
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UNIVERSITY OF WEST ATTICA 
The University of West Attica is a newly established university in the Athens 
urban area. The university has two campuses in the area of Aigaleo. 
 
Faithful to its philosophy of providing quality educational and research services 
and taking into account the individual and collective needs of its academic 
community and its students,  
The University of West Attica aims to continually upgrade its educational 
resources and infrastructure. 
  
Through its continuing commitment to provide quality educational services, 

the University of West Attica has the appropriate infrastructure to support the various curricula it offers. All 
of the activities of the University of West Attica are carried out in the modern facilities of the two 
campuses, which offer modern teaching and research facilities, entertainment facilities and support for all 
our students. Website: https://www.uniwa.gr/en/home-page/ 
 
 

MEDITERRANEAN AGRONOMIC INSTITUTE OF CHANIA  
CIHEAM IAMC is the 4th constituent institute of CIHEAM, the International 
Centre for Advanced Mediterranean Agronomic Studies, an 
Intergovernmental Organization which was founded at the joint initiative of 
the OECD and the Council of Europe on 21 May 1962 under an agreement 
signed by the governments of seven southern European countries: France, 
Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Turkey and Yugoslavia. 
 
The 1962 agreement establishing the Centre stipulates that CIHEAM's 
mission consists in "providing supplementary education (economic as well as 
technical) and developing a spirit of international cooperation among 
agricultural personnel in Mediterranean countries". According to article 15 of 

this agreement, every country on the Mediterranean rim is potentially eligible for membership of CIHEAM. 
 
In the mid nineteen-eighties CIHEAM therefore began to open up to countries on the southern and eastern 
shores of the Mediterranean Basin. This initiative resulted in the accession of several new Member States: 
Tunisia (1985), Egypt and Algeria (1986), Malta (1989), Morocco (1991), Albania (1992) and Lebanon (1994). 
 
CIHEAM is made up of four Mediterranean Agronomic Institutes (MAIs), located in Bari (Italy), Chania 
(Greece), Montpellier (France) and Zaragoza (Spain), and a General Secretariat based in Paris. 
 
Since 1986, and as the 4th constituent institute of CIHEAM, IAMC pursues its three main complementary 
missions through: 
● post-graduate specialized education 
● networked research 
● facilitation of regional debate 
with focus in the fields of Business Economics and Management, Geoinformation in Environmental 
Management, Horticultural Genetics and Biotechnology, Food Quality and Chemistry of Natural Products, 
Sustainable Agriculture, and has established itself as an authority in Mediterranean agriculture, Food and 
Rural Development. Website: https://www.iamc.ciheam.org/en 
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TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF CRETE 
The Technical University of Crete is a state university under the supervision 
of the Greek Ministry of Education and was founded in 1977 in Chania, 
Crete. The first students were admitted in 1984. The purpose of the 
institution is to conduct research, to provide under-graduate and graduate 
educational programs in modern engineering fields as well as to develop 
links with the Greek industry. The Technical University of Crete ranks highly 
among the Greek technical universities in terms of research productivity, 
research funding, scientific publications and citation per faculty member. 
The Technical University of Crete comprises five Engineering Schools, all of 
which offer undergraduate and postgraduate study programs.  

Website: https://www.tuc.gr/index.php?id=5397 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THANK YOU! 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR INQUIRIES, DO NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT US. 

info@studyingreece.edu.gr 

 

 

 

 
 

“Happy is the man, I thought, who, before dying, has the good 
fortune to sail the Aegean Sea” - Nikos Kazantzakis 
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